Greetings Champion!
I want to share with you about the importance of staying in mental harmony with your
desires.
When you feel discouraged or down, the first thing you should do is say to yourself,
“Self, I am feeling negative emotions, which means I am worrying. This is a warning
and indicator that I am not thinking in harmony with what I desire and the blessings
that God wants me to have.” Then, use Positive Self-Correction and the Word of God
to restate what it is that you do desire.
With practice, this will become easy to do because you are never clearer about what
you want than when you are experiencing what you do not want, because it is just the
opposite.
At that point say to yourself, “Self, it is important to stop worrying and correct my
thoughts and feelings so that I stop attracting what I do not want, and get back on
track by getting in agreement with God and in harmony with what I do want.”
Then, turn your attention away from what you don’t want and on to what it is that you
do want. In that moment of Positive Self-Correction and by turning your attention to
what you want, the adverse attraction will stop.
The moment the worry and negative attraction stop, the positive attraction begins and
you are now properly “allowing” God to give you what He promised and you desire.
This is the process of Positive Self-Correction and what Jesus was talking about when
He taught about “Binding (restricting, prohibiting, and stopping) and loosing (allowing
and permitting)” in Matthew 18:18.
Thoughts are spiritual and creative. I was never taught that important truth at home, in
school, or in church. Thoughts send out positive or negative frequencies that attract
positive or negative things into your life, so broadcast magnificent thoughts and soon
your life will be magnificent.
In God's love and victory,
Pastor Glen

